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14952 – 95A  Avenue, 
Surrey, 
British Columbia. 
V3R 7T6 
 
10 October 2013

 
Ms. Erica Hamilton 
Commission Secretary  
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Sixth Floor, 
900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, 
British Columbia 
V6Z 2N3 
 
Dear Ms Hamilton, 
 

Re: Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 
Order G-141-13/Project No. 3698726 

2013 Revenue Requirements Application 
 
Further to Commission Order G-141-13 with respect to the above noted 
Application, please find enclosed my Information Request No. 1. 
 
Will you please arrange for the removal of my previous IR’s sent via email, as I 
have been advised to compile all my IR questions into one document for the 
convenience of the Commission and my fellow Interveners. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
 
Richard T. Landale 
Enclosure 
cc: Registered Interveners 
(ICBC-2013RR-RI) 
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I wish to take this opportunity to briefly thank the Commission and ICBC for the 
productive workshop held on September 24th. 
 
 
Personal Comment: 
The Claims Transformation Program (CTP) is a monumental mistake going 
forward, from the implementation in February 2013 to date 8 months later, it is 
apparently clear from the presentation and the Q&A held during the workshop,  
ICBC has designed the CTP in a fashion that in the long term can not work in the 
interests of its BC customers.  I even had to request a Graphic presentation slide to 
understand the "Hierarchy" that has been created, to grasp the most fundamental 
aspect of the CTP "BC public" interface with the program.  (Thank U's to ICBC 
and the staff for producing this slide over lunch).  This program is exactly the 
reason I would contact a lawyer even before phoning ICBC for a claim number.  It 
is astonishing to me that ICBC can make the claim it will make "Appropriate 
&"Efficient use of Services and Resources" in "Claims Cost Management 
Strategies".  Even when a customer living in Surrey just minutes away from the 
local Claim's Centre could be routed to an Adjuster in Kelowna, or Chilliwack (I 
believe these were two examples mentioned).  No,  ICBC has it wrong !  ICBC 
with this new CTP further distances itself from direct face to face service with the 
BC Customer, at a time of crisis for the customer. ICBC must be compelled to 
support their assertions with "Actual Data with dollars and cent numbers" to back 
up their words and claims stated in the workshop. 
 
1. Claims Transformation Program (CTP) 

1.1. How/where did the model for the TCP come from, and has this model 
ever been used in Canada before, ie: Quebec, Manitoba, Saskatchewan. 

1.2. When did ICBC staff first start work on the development of this 
program. 

1.3. How many departments, focus groups, and training sessions were 
employed to "Develop" the program. 

1.4. Please provide an updated “Organization Structure” hierarchy diagram 
of the TCP as it is today.  For reference see 1.2 Organization Structure 
Figure 1 page 11 of the BC Government Review of ICBC August 2012 

1.5. How many External Consultants were used to develop and bring this 
Program online. 

1.6. How much "Money" did ICBC spend from development stage to 
bringing the CTP online. 

1.7. Since inception of the CTP, has the CTP followed a pre-described 
Schedule, and Budget.  If so, please publish this information. 
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1.8. What if any are the on going staff training/retraining and reorganization 
costs, including technology costs. 

1.9. How much money has been saved since the CTP implementation to 
date, during these past 8 months. 

1.10. What are the total number of Claims by category to date that have 
utilized this program for each compartment shown in the Hierarchy 
slide handed out during the workshop. 

1.11. Please present before the Pre Hearing Conference in November "Actual 
data" to support the successful measurements ICBC claims the CTP is 
working. 

1.12. In addition please attach dollar costs in relation to the Workshop slides 
# 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70 as presented at the workshop so that we can 
independently validate or not, the success of the Claims Transformation 
Program as presented at the workshop. 

1.13. In slide 65, please quantify cost savings in respect to staff, resources 
(facilities, computers etc) that lead to "Management Accountability" 

 

To the BCUC: 
I am hoping the Commission will hold ICBC very much to account on this issue in 
the context of ICBC "Proving" itself with respect to the assertions made, before the 
Commission considers any possible endorsement of the Claims Transformation 
Program. 
I urge the Commission to re-read Chapter 6 Section D Claims Transformation, 
paragraphs 50 to 58 inclusive, where ICBC suggests all kinds of cost savings, 
resource re-alignment, and time lapse transition between decommissioning the old 
system to the new system.  Not one quantifiable dollar value, not one exhibit, or 
spreadsheet to support this section, although the new system has been in place 
since February 2013.  Also absent are any new security measures (hardware, 
software, policies and procedures) to secure “Canadian” Driver personal data, their 
costs, and associated ICBC infrastructure changes and human resources, why?   It 
is understood there are some security measures that can not be discussed. 
 

Recommendation: 
I would further request the Commission to remove by order the Claims 
Transformation Program from the current application, to wit the Claims 
Transformation Program shall be a matter unto itself before the Commission. 
 

2. Minimum Capital Target (MCT) 
Extract from Application, Section 15 Special Direction IC2: 
A definition of the capital management target, meaning the MCT target as 
determined in a capital management plan approved by the Commission, 
which consists of three components: the minimum regulatory level 100% 
MCT; plus the margin, expressed in percentage points of MCT, that reflects 
ICBC’s risk profile in relation to the Basic insurance business and its ability to 
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respond to adverse events that arise from those risks; and any additional 
margin, expressed in percentage points of MCT, consistent with relatively 
stable and predictable Basic insurance rates. The first two elements are 
already reflected in ICBC’s existing capital management target. The third 
element is a new consideration and reflects the fact that, with rate 
smoothing, additional capital will be needed to smooth through rate volatility. 

2.1 Based on the Workshop presentation Slide 83 - Proposed New Capital 
Management Target. 

2.1.1 Please explain the steps taken to establish the 130% MCT Solvency 
Target and under who’s direction / orders 

2.1.2 It was put forward by ICBC during the workshop Q&A, that the 
percentage range above 130% MCT to 150%  called New 
Management Target is "New Money" that will be collected from 
Basic Rate premiums.  This new money will be invested to generate 
income to help reduce future rate increases, while maintaining the 
new capital generated, and topping up the earned income from the 
new money to meet the 130% MCT Solvency Target should the 
MCT drop below 115%  Who came up with this scheme. 

2.1.3 Also during the workshop the point was put forward, that in the past 
ICBC would receive an IOC directive ordering ICBC to transfer 
Capital from the Optional Insurance to the Basic Insurance to return 
the MCT to the 130% Solvency Target.  Who and when was this 
practice ordered to stop. 

2.1.4 Slides 17 to 22 inclusive reviews the current Capital Management 
Plan.  Particularly note worthy are Slides 20 & 21, which 
demonstrate the monitored Minimum Capital Test (MCT) levels, 
and the remedial injection of "Optional Transfer" to return to 137% 
MCT.  Does ICBC agree this demonstrates the current Capital 
Management Plan is working to address MCT Volatility. 

2.2 Within either the BC Government Special Directive or the BCUC 
Orders do they tell ICBC the MCT 100% is the Minimum level and the 
MCT 130% is the Solvency Target.  Or did ICBC just make this 
distinction itself.  Please be specific as to the origins of these limits. 

2.3 Being mindful of the application para's 16a,b,c,d, 17& 18a,b where 
does the Special Directive IC2 or the various IOC's direct ICBC to 
establish the 150% New Management Target for Basic Universal 
Insurance. 

2.4 This question was never properly answered during the workshop, Why 
not continue the previous practice of using Optional Insurance capital to 
top up the Basic Insurance capital to meet the 130% MCT. 

2.5 Following along the lines of the previous question, does ICBC 
continuously monitor the MCT for Basic Insurance, if so, please 
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explain why this monitoring process can not deliver predictability, 
leading to rate smoothing.  Provide spreadsheet examples of previous 
years monitoring to show why monitoring has not worked, even in light 
of IOC capital top up directives returning Basic Capital to 100%-130% 
MCT levels. 

2.6 Slide 86 from the workshop claims the New Capital Provisions quote: 
"Conform with requirements of IC2", but the application and this slide 
fail to arithmetically support this claim moving forward through 2014, 
2015, 2016 and onwards.  Please provide evidence to support this 
claim. 

2.7 Please advise exactly the origins of this statement, extract from above: 
ICBC’s risk profile in relation to the Basic insurance business and its ability to 
respond to adverse events that arise from those risks; and any additional 
margin,  expressed in percentage points of MCT, consistent with relatively 
stable and predictable Basic insurance rates. 

2.8 Please provide ICBC’s definitions for the following: 
Risk Profile, 
Ability to Respond to adverse event,  
Any additional Margin. 
As they are applied to the text extract in question 2.7 above. 

2.9 In relation to the Slides 88 to 96 inclusive, please demonstrate in a 
spreadsheet and graphs how the +/-1.5ppt will not compound year over 
year as it applies to any Rate Change in each future year starting in 
PY2014. 

 

To the BCUC: 
This IR is as much a question to ICBC as it is to the Commission.  I would hope 
that the Commission will hold ICBC very much to account on this issue in the 
context of ICBC "Proving" itself with respect to the assertions made,  before the 
Commission considers any possible further action.  Being mindful that this "Rate 
Change Band" if approved allows for a "Never Ending" precedence on the 
actuarial indices used to justify future PY Rate applications without a ceiling.  
Especially when this application establishes the premise of a -6.6ppt in PY2013, as 
the starting point for next year, Slides 95 & 96 
 
Recommendation: 
I would further request the Commission remove by order this New Capital 
Management Program from the current application, to wit the New Capital 
Management Program shall be a matter unto itself before the Commission.  And 
that the Commission advise the BC Government to reset the deadline for the 
presentation of a New Capital Management Program before the Commission, and 
Interveners.  That the New Capital Management Program be a matter unto itself 
before the Commission. 
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3. Basic Premium Policies and BC Population. 
 

This information concerns the driving population of British Columbians, and the 
actual number of Basic Premiums written from a historical and current PY 2013 
perspective. 
It is worth noting that following a word search of the current application the word 
Population appears 13 times, for example: 

To quote from Exhibit 1.0.1 Description of Model Exposure paragraph 3: 
Historically ICBC has selected an econometric model using population as an 
explanatory variable for a majority of the territory forecasts. Territory 
exposures are assumed to be directly influenced by their population and the 
population forecasts are provided by a reliable source (Statistics Canada). For 
this reason, ICBC has continued to select the econometric model for these 
business segments where the model has continued to provide a good fit to 
the data. 
Another extract is from page 7F-5 foot notes: 
8 Based on BC Stats 2010 population estimates. A community is defined as a 
city, town, village or district municipality. 
Almost all other references to population refer to vehicles. 

3.1 With whom is ICBC dealing with, "Vehicles" or "Real live people" that 
actually pay the real basic premium dollars "or" ?  Please fill in the 
question. 

3.2 It is beyond comprehension why ICBC references Stats Canada and BC 
Stats of 2010,  when BC Stats were updated in April 2013, which says 
there is a population of some 4,669,022  million people in the Province 
of British Columbia, with a growth rate annually of 1.3% through to 
5,229,463 people by 2022.  Please explain why ICBC is using Stats 
Canada, and not current BC Stats for the most current BC Population 
figures. 

3.3 Keeping in mind the last question, "Forecast Risks and Sensitivities" 
page 28 of the Financial Summary Outlook, suggests a 1% change in 
Market Share represents $4-6 million dollars on net income, and $38-42 
million dollars on Premiums.  Could ICBC use this information to 
forecast future Basic Premium incomes, rather than actuarial numbers 
that do not relate to "Real People" and the driving population. If not, 
why not. 

3.4 Will ICBC please provide in a spreadsheet the number of Basic 
Insurance Policies for PY 2007 through 2013 inclusive, including the 
Basic Premium Earned for these policies. 

 
To the BCUC: 
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These questions recognizes the Commission has approved in the past the actuarial 
models used by ICBC in the preparations of their applications.  It is also worth 
noting the Federal Government has dramatically curtailed the funding and 
functionality of the Federal Census program, which puts into question the 
reliability of ICBC information in regard to Territory and Population data.  But my 
question to the Commission is, 
Surely it is in the best interests of all British Columbians that factual and current 
information (April 2013) is far more reliable than manufactured numbers from a 
model. 
Will the Commission please direct ICBC to update their information for this 
current application and direct ICBC to use Current Data from the BC Stats. 
 
4. BC Population and Basic Insurance Premium Inflation 
 

This part of the Information Request selects extracts from the current application to 
establish the framework for the IR.   My apologies for the extra reading, and 
variations in text font imports. 
A word search of the application for "Inflation" yields 97 hits, out of this number 
of hits, there are no direct links to CPI or CPP as they pertain to British Columbian 
Drivers and Policy holders. 
 

From ICBC RRA 2013 
Executive Summary of Rate Indication - A.1 Introduction Page 3-2 
5. As a result of the filing date of this Application having been extended by three months 
and the new requirement that in future years ICBC file its application annually by May 31, 
for rates effective on August 1, ICBC has based its required revenue for PY 2013 on the 
average cost level of policies effective in the first nine months of PY 2013. The additional 
inflation in costs, above and beyond that cost level and relating to policies effective from 
August 1, 2014 to October 31, 2014, will be reflected in the 2014 Revenue Requirements 
Application, which will have a rate effective date of August 1, 2014. This is described further 
in Section C below. 
6. This Executive Summary provides an outline of the calculations leading to the Basic rate 
indication and a summary of the impact of major components on the rate indication. 
This Chapter continues with: 
Section B – Factors Influencing the Required Rate Change. 
Section C – Recap of Revisions to the Actuarial Rate Level Indication Analysis. 
 Section D – Explanatory Notes to the Exhibits. 
A.2 RATE INDICATION CALCULATION 
7. ICBC actuaries calculate the rate indication in three steps. The first step is the calculation 
of “PY 2013 Required Premium.” These amounts represent the value of all anticipated loss, 
expense and revenue, and investment income for PY 2013. This encompasses the majority 
of the actuarial analysis in this Chapter. The second step in the rate indication calculation is 
the calculation of “PY 2013 Projected Premium at Current Rate Level.” This amount is the 
total Basic insurance premium ICBC would collect for PY 2013 if the current premium rates 
were charged in PY 2013. Figure 3.1 below compares the projected PY 2013 Required 
Premium with the Projected Premium at Current Rate Level. PY2013 rates need to increase 
by 11.5% to provide an additional $266.7 million. 
Figure 3.1 – PY 2013 Basic Insurance Deficiency ($ 000’s) 
PY 2013 Required Premium 2,595,578 
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PY 2013 Projected Premium at Current Rate Level 2,328,881 
PY 2013 Basic Insurance Revenue Surplus / (Deficiency) (266,697) 
Rate Change to Cover Costs 11.5% 
 
Para 51 page 3-20: extract:  
the cost associated with the first nine months of PY 2013 is forecast directly using an 
appropriate inflation assumption applied to the current costs. This forecast is then grossed 
up, dividing by 75% (9/12 months), in order to reflect a full year of costs, while still 
maintaining the average cost level of the first nine months. 
 
Para 22 page 5-20 extract: 
22. The Yield on Basic Equity for the 2013 policy year as calculated in Section B.2 at 4.25% 
is lower than the Yield on Basic Equity of 4.60% used to determine the rate indication for 
the 2012 policy year. The Basic equity is higher than that used for the 2012 policy year due 
to the transfer from Optional insurance to Basic insurance discussed in Chapter 4. 
Considering both the lower Yield on Basic Equity and the higher amount of Basic equity, the 
impact on the actuarial rate indication as a result of the investment income on Basic equity 
is zero. 
 
Using ICBC Exhibit ScotiaBank “International - Global Forecast Update” page 2 
extract: 
       200-11 2012 2013f 2014f 

 
Simply put that's an average Inflation Rate of 1.625% just 0.425 % above CPI for 
January 2013 

4.1 In regard the above extracts and to the PY2013, how many months are 
there in a PY year.  The question challenges the "Rate Indication" for 
the PY2013. 

4.1.1 Can ICBC assure all British Columbian's that the application under 
review is only 75% of the PY year. 

4.1.2 And can it be assumed if the application were for 12 months the 
application could have been 6.53%   It is almost impossible to 
follow the logic. (formula: if  9 months =75%=4.9%, then 12 
months =100%=6.53%) which is 4.905% above the CPI for 2013. 

4.2 It is beyond comprehension why ICBC references Stats Canada and BC 
Stats of 2010,  when BC Stats were updated in April 2013 
(www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca), wherein it says there is a population of some 
4,669,022  million people in the Province of British Columbia, with a 
growth rate annually of 1.3% through to 5,229,463 people by 2022.  
Please explain why ICBC is using Stats Canada, and not current BC 
Stats for the most current BC figures. 

4.3 Keeping in mind the last question, "Forecast Risks and Sensitivities" 
page 28 of the Financial Summary Outlook, suggests a 1% change in 
Market Share represents $4-6 million dollars on net income, and $38-42 
million dollars on Premiums.  Could ICBC use this information to 
forecast future Basic Premium Rate incomes, rather than actuarial 

http://www.bcstats.gov.bc.ca/�
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numbers that do not relate to "Real People" and the driving population 
of BC.  If not, why not. 

4.4 Will ICBC please provide in a spreadsheet the number of Basic 
Insurance Policies for PY 2007 through 2013 inclusive, including the 
Grossed Up Basic Premium Earned for these policies. 

4.5 I could not follow along the claims made in regard to D.3 Capital 
Maintenance pages 4-13 and 4-14.  Please translate the numbers 
portrayed in this section within a spreadsheet accompanied with graphs 
/ pie charts over the time periods outlined in paragraphs 46, 47,48, & 49 

4.6 Explain why ICBC continues to keep Basic Insurance Policy holders at 
"Arms Length" with it's disingenuous relationship to interpolating the 
Canadian CPI data provided in the "Canadian Economic Outlook table" 
exhibit Attachment 2 by BMO Capital Market Economic June 7th 2013 
with the Basic Insurance Premium Rate increase for PY2013 and 
perhaps looking forward into PY2014 ( May 2014), with it's affixation 
to "Models".  It might be worth mentioning BC Policy Holders are 
People not Models. 

4.7 Appendix 5 Forecast from Multi-Dealer Survey June 2013, This whole 
section "Screams" how the financial outlook is "Rate Smooth", whether 
BMO, TD, National Bank and so on. ICBC selectively highlights Rate 
indicators of around the 1.5% -1.7%, with RBC at 2% CPI.  Again it is 
beyond comprehension why ICBC is requesting a 4.9% Rate increase, 
by ignoring data it has in hand produced in the first and second quarter 
of this year. An explanatory discussion is requested. 

4.8 In Section 7 Overview para 2. page 7-1  ICBC "corporate-wide cost 
control and containment initiatives" to quote :(1) ICBC’s corporate 
operating expense base was reduced, and (2) operating expense 
increases were contained below the level of inflation.  Please explain 
what was the Level of Inflation, and quantify this with dollars and cents 
numbers. 

4.9 In concert to question 8, ICBC says in various phrases quote: "ICBC is 
expecting this initiative to contain costs within inflation."  or "appropriate 
inflation" .  Please clearly state and show in a spreadsheet what is the CPI 
and ICBC Rates of Inflation for each PY from 2007 to 2013 inclusive, 
and what ICBC anticipates the future inflation rate for PY2014, 2015 

4.10 Why does it appear from reading the application that CPI is not a 
variable used in every model to calculate rate impact or change 
indicators. 

4.11 Please explain why ICBC totally ignores the Canada Pension Plan 
(CPP), with only reference in regard to ICBC employer contributions.  
The complete absence to CPP in this application is shameful.  As a 
Senior my fixed income has not gone up, except for CPP, which 
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increased 1.79% in January.  ICBC's RRA 2011/2012 & 2013 
completely overwhelms my limited budget.  If this application is 
approved by the Commission, my Basic Rate will have increased by 
16.1%,  that's a fact, and not an actuarial model number,  I can prove 
that statement by showing the Commission my Insurance papers, all 
you have to do is ask. 

4.12 As a means of reducing the "Indicated Rate Change", please explain 
why the transfer from Optional Insurance to Basic is not employed, as 
has been the case in recent years.  What are the mechanisms that 
prohibit the transfer for PY2013 & PY2014 and in future years.  Rate 
increases are inherently inflationary by nature, so anything to reduce the 
impact on MCT, like the transfer from Option Insurance can only 
benefit all British Columbians. 

5. To the BCUC, Re BC Stats verses Stats Canada: 

5.1  Quite frankly the Commission needs to re-evaluate the appropriateness of 
prior directives granting ICBC the use of Econometric Models that do not 
relate to "PEOPLE"  the driving population and Policy Holders of British 
Columbia, in favour to BC Stats, and "Real" numbers on file with ICBC 
for year over year policies written. 

5.2 The Commission needs to re-evaluate its position in relation to the BC 
Stats for the near future. To reiterate the Province of British Columbia  
population is some 4,669,022  million people today, with a growth rate 
annually of 1.3% through to 5,229,463 people by 2022.  These growth 
rates are virtually harmoniously synergized with the Financial CPI number 
references herein and within the current application exhibits. 

5.3  Surely it is logical to constrain  ICBC within these growth rates 
financially, also being mindful of the CPP past and future increases ? 

Last comment on Inflation: 
This is the best text extraction I could find in the application: 
Section 7  A Introduction Paragraph 2 page 7A-1 
2. ICBC is in full compliance with these directives. In fact, ICBC is also 
proactively providing additional analysis and explanations to enhance the 
overall efficiency of the regulatory process. In doing so, ICBC is taking 
guidance from the Commission’s direction encouraging ICBC to expedite the 
information request process by1 
…focusing more attention on anticipating the participant’s potential 
concerns. 
For example with respect to fluctuations (up or down) in costs which fall 
outside an appropriate range, say inflation, ICBC should anticipate these 
types of questions and provide analysis and explanations in the Application 
in order to reduce the number of IRs... 
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In my humble opinion ICBC has totally misread the inflationary impact their rate 
increases have had over the last three years for British Columbian Basic Insurance 
Policies holders, and the questions put forward in this IR, along the BCUC IR 
questions. 
 
6. BC Government “Review of ICBC August 2012” – BCUC Exhibit A2-9 

The above noted document was filed by the BCUC on October 7th. for the Record. 
Minimum Capital Test  page 18 
The Federal regulator, Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions 
(OSFI), oversees insurance companies in Canada and sets the Minimum 
Capital Test (MCT). MCT calculates the minimum level of capital necessary 
for an insurance company to cover unexpected events. As a crown 
corporation, ICBC is not subject to OSFI regulation, but is mandated by the 
province to follow the OSFI rules for MCT. 

 

The following is from page 20 

 
In an effort to minimize Basic rate increases, the province has recently 
directed that the Basic MCT be allowed to fall to 100% through January 
2015. Without this intervention, the MCT target of 130% would apply, and 
the 2012 increase would have been higher. 

 

6.1 Who is in charge here ?,  is the Government of British Columbia in 
charge of setting ICBC’s the MCT levels as suggested above, or is it the 
OSFI regulations, or is it the BC Utilities Commission.  Please discuss 
the issue, and set the record straight in the matter of setting the MCT 
levels for Basic Universal Insurance. 

6.2 Further discuss with the appropriate history and “Order” references as 
applicable, the directives that order ICBC to maintain the MCT at 
100%, or at 130%, and 150%, and 173% 

6.3 Is there a direct link with the maintenance of the MCT to the +/- 1.5ppt 
Rate Change as noted in Question 2.8 herein. 
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In ICBC Appendix 10 C  2012 ICBC Annual Report,  see Notes 20 & 22 
Note 20. Capital Management  page 82 
The Corporation is guided by the capital management framework of the Office of the 
Superintendent of Financial Institutions Canada (OSFI), adopting OSFI’s minimum capital test 
(MCT) as a means to measure and monitor the Corporation’s capital levels. The MCT utilizes a 
risk-based formula to assess the solvency of an insurance company by defining the capital 
available that is required to meet the minimum standards. The Corporation has set for itself an 
internal corporate management target MCT ratio of a minimum of 175%. The Corporation was 
in compliance with this internal management target throughout 2012. At December 31, 2012, 
the Corporation’s MCT was 200.4% (2011 – 189.2%), which includes the TP reserve as 
discussed below. 
 
The corporate management target for MCT is comprised of two components being the Basic 
and Optional insurance business MCT targets. For the Basic insurance business, the British 
Columbia Government’s Special Direction IC2 requires the Corporation, through BCUC 
oversight, to maintain capital available equal to at least 100% of MCT. BCUC has approved a 
Basic management target MCT ratio at a higher level, sufficient to prevent capital falling below 
the 100% minimum threshold in most years (note 22). 
 
Note 22. Regulation over Basic Insurance  page 84 
As discussed in note 1, the Corporation is subject to regulation by BCUC. BCUC has 
jurisdiction over the Corporation’s rates and services for Basic insurance, and responsibility for 
ensuring that the Basic insurance business does not subsidize the Corporation’s Optional 
insurance business. 
In addition, BCUC sets rates for Basic insurance that allow it to achieve the regulated capital 
targets and is responsible for directing ICBC to achieve regulated targets for total Corporation 
and Optional insurance. Effective November 2012, where the estimates or outlook for the 
quarterly and/or year-end Basic minimum capital test (MCT) level fall below 100%, the BCUC 
has directed the Corporation to file a plan, within 60 days, for the restoration of MCT to or 
above the 100% minimum. 

 
6.4 Is there any correlation between the MCT levels of ICBC, and the 

Province’s of Quebec, Manitoba and Saskatchewan.  Where it appears 
ICBC MCT levels are the highest in the Country.  Please discuss the 
differences and the compelling reasons why ICBC MCT levels for 
Basic Universal Insurance are the highest. 

 
7. BC Government “Review of ICBC August 2012” – 5.2 Compensation pg 28 

 
As a result of the economic downturn in 2008, the BC government limited 
salary increases to deal with fiscal pressures. However, in the last five years, 
total management compensation cost at ICBC has increased 50% ($52.5M) 
due to new hires and salary increases. 
From 2007 to 2011, the compensation for: 
• Senior Management (CEO, Senior VP's, VP's and Directors) increased by 

70%, from $12.3M to $20.9M; 
• Managers increased by 45%, from $67.2M to $97.6M; 
• Confidential increased by 55%, from $24.3M to $37.7M; and 
• Bargaining Unit increased by 9%, from $265.6M to $289.8M. 

 
The following has been extracted from page 29 of the Review. 
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7.1 What is interesting to note over the given period 2007 to 2011 is the 
totalized increases awarded to the Senior Management, Managers and 
Confidential staff of $156.2 million as compared to the Bargaining unit 
of $289.8 million.  Please update these figures to be inclusive of PY 
2012 and PY 2013 in the same manner as noted herein for direct 
comparative reasons. 

7.2 Please demonstrate the impact the Claims Transformation Program will 
have positively or negatively on the Staffing levels and Compensations 
looking forward from January 2013 through to 2017 when the final 
implementation phase of the CTP is slated to be completed by. 

7.3 On page 31 of the Review, the following Bonus figures are discussed: 
Bonus 
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7.4 Please demonstrate the impact the Claims Transformation Program will 
have positively or negatively on the Management Bonus scheme 
looking forward from January 2013 through to 2017 when the final 
implementation phase of the CTP is slated to be completed by. 

7.5 Please demonstrate how ICBC has followed or implemented the 
following Recommendations from the above noted Report, given on 
page 31: 

 

 
7.6 Please provide a summary update of the progress ICBC has achieved by 

implementing the following Recommendations found in the above 
noted Report in Appendix A pages 47 & 48 therein: 
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8. Chapter 7  - Appendix 7D Cost Allocation Tables pages 7D-1 to 7D-7 
 

8.1 When were the Allocation tables last reviewed by the BCUC and ICBC, 
either jointly or separately. 

8.2 Given the Claims Transformation Program and the New Capital 
Management program, is it time to review these Allocation tables, 
especially before the ICBC RRA 2014 May submission deadline. 

 
A courtesy request, is it possible for ICBC to please add following their Table of 
Contents page in future fillings to add an “Abbreviations Table”  So often the 
abbreviations and acronyms used are so difficult to follow, even to distraction.  As 
one example :  FTE,  I thought ICBC was referring to a new Financial exchange 
index.  A word search (365 finds) finally illuminated the “Full Time Employee” 
Thank you in advance. 
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